1. The animal gut is a complex ecosystem containing many interacting species. A major 14 objective of microbiota research is to identity the scale at which gut taxa shape hosts. 
Introduction

47
Animal guts contain complex microbial communities whose structure and function 
84
This effectively captures what makes epistasis a provocative concept: the notion that 85 interacting objects or parcels can have effects that are non-additive. In particular,
86
higher-order epistasis is of interest, as it comprises all of the complexity and challenges an in silico dataset resembling the type of data that can be empirically-that can be 150 developed in the future-collected from insect guts. We introduce this approach with 151 the hope that it may eventually be applied to a tractable experimental system for real- 
Methods
156
The Walsh-Hadamard Transform allows one to quantify the eminence of interaction 157 effects of different order in a system of potentially-interacting objects or parcels. It Having outlined the method used to quantify higher-order interactions above, it is 226 important to directly explain the presumptive biological interpretation of the values.
227
The WHT returns a Walsh coefficient for each "order" of interaction. This corresponds 228 to the relative strength or importance of that "order" in the phenotype being measured.
229
Therefore, the Walsh-Hadamard Transform can help to interpret the overall presence 230 and eminence of higher-order interactions between taxa in a microbiota. interactions, but rather, the "main effects" of each taxon acting in isolation. 
336
Given this, we predict that the taxa that compose the gut microbiota might be similarly 337 defined by higher-order interactions. The capacity for measuring the effects of higher- 
